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I n late 2000, the faculty-led Council on Educational
Technology at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology (MIT) introduced a plan to open their

course content to the rest of the world at no cost. MIT’s
then-president, Charles Vest, was astounded, but
immediately jumped on board. In a market-driven
society, Vest assumed that the faculty would propose a
for-profit, “MIT.com,” distance-learning venture, such
as many institutions were implementing. Instead Vest
got a proposed initiative more in concert with the
booming open source movement. He commented, “It
is typical of our faculty to come up with something as
bold and innovative as this.” 

Shocking, indeed. OpenCourseWare (OCW) is “an
effort combining the openness of a public library with
the academic intensity of a university,” and, in the
words of Vest, it combines “world-class research and
world-class teaching” with the World Wide Web. OCW
is envisioned as a way to narrow the digital divide, to
help educators in developing countries to ramp up
their curricula, and to assist students and self-learners
who could not afford to attend or meet the entrance
requirements for an MIT education. Not only does MIT
want the outside world to utilize its OpenCourseWare,
but it also wants the revolution to spread and for other
institutions around the world to adopt OCW for their
own courses.

The OpenCourseWare initiative has multiple aspects
and challenges. Let’s look at some of the historical con-

text, as well as issues of content, site architecture and
technology, copyright policies, overall worldwide impact,
and future directions.

The Program in Place
The OCW Web site [http://ocw.mit.edu] officially

launched its pilot program in the fall of 2002 with the
help of $11 million from the William and Flora Hewlett
and the Andrew W. Mellon foundations (and $1 million
from MIT). It contains free lecture notes, syllabi, read-
ing lists, course calendars, exam and quiz questions
(and sometimes answers), labs, and some video lec-
tures for undergraduate and graduate courses. MIT is
quick to point out that no actual MIT degree is granted,
nor does it provide interaction with the faculty. As the
OCW Web site indicates, “MIT OCW is not meant to
replace degree-granting higher education or for-credit
courses. Rather, the goal is to provide the content that
supports an education.” MIT faculty are not required
to post materials, but the participation rate has been
extremely high (75 percent as of November 2005). At its
launch, the site contained 50 courses and, currently,
according to OCW senior strategist Steve Carson, there
are just over 1,400 courses available on the site, with
210 replaced with updated versions. Ultimately, OCW
hopes to have 2,000 courses posted by 2008, and it
seems well on its way to reaching that goal.

To access the OCW site, one does not need to regis-
ter; all content is free and available for everyone. Users
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worldwide have accessed the site, with the help of
nearly 80 mirror sites on university campuses around
the world (54 in Africa and 10 in East Asia). This
includes nearly translated courses on four different
sites offering translations in Spanish, Portuguese, tra-
ditional Chinese, and simplified Chinese. The OCW
usage statistics show that 43 percent of the site hits
come from North America, 21 percent from Western
Europe, and 15 percent from East Asia. But these demo-
graphics constantly shift. For instance, China, Israel,
and India were the countries (outside the U.S.) with the
most hits in November 2005. According to an April 4,
2006, press release, “There have been nearly 20 million
unique visits to MIT OCW content since Oct. 1, 2003.
In February alone there were an average of more than
36,000 visits to the site daily.” OCW access data shows
that visitors to the site fit three general profiles: educa-
tors (16 percent), students (31 percent), and self-learn-
ers (48 percent). Visitors utilize the site for various rea-
sons, the most popular of which are enhancing
personal knowledge; complementing a subject for
which one is currently enrolled; and helping educators
to plan, develop, or teach a course.

The OCW Web site is very well-organized and
extremely easy to navigate. It started as hand-coded
HTML. Although it has become a bit more elaborate

now with some dynamic content (user testimonials
reload after every refresh, featuring a photo and quote),
the site still allows for quick loading — keeping in mind
those visitors using 56 K — or even slower — modems.
Links to each of the 34 academic departments (in
alphabetical order) appear on the left-hand navigation
bar of the home page with an option to view an entire
course list and a search tool that covers the entire site.
The department pages are all the same format, giving
the site an attractive uniformity. 

A click on a department link brings one to a page con-
taining general information about that particular field
of study, a unique photo (with proper credit cited), and
a link to the department’s MIT.edu home page. Under
the department description, a list of courses is arranged
by course number — undergraduate level first, then
graduate courses, and mixed courses at the end. Each
course is a “snapshot” of a class, so users receive one (or
sometimes two) “sample” semesters, with the semester
and academic year indicated next to the course name.
Some courses are more up-to-date than others, but,
according to Carson, the OCW will attempt to update all
courses every 4–5 years. Each updated course carries a
“New” icon next to the course name. Visitors can sign up
to receive the OCW Newsletter, which lists monthly
updates to OCW materials and initiatives. The home
page also links to other OCW projects, translation sites,
an extremely in-depth FAQ, a feedback link, and, of
course, a link to donate to the project.

Individual OCW course sites contain descriptions
and highlights of the courses, staff lists, meeting times,
course levels, and notes on any special technical
requirements to view the embedded files. HTML pro-
vides the basic structure for the course pages, but most
content (lecture notes, exams, etc.) is provided in PDF.
Other files include Java Applets, Real Player (for audio
and video), Java, Shockwave, STATA (for statistics), and
MATLAB (for math), the applications for which are
available for free download on the OCW site. Twenty-
one courses contain full series of video lectures, but the
number will probably remain limited, due to band-
width and accessibility issues and production costs. As
a part of its mission, OCW would like to continue to
make the site accessible to users all over the world, and
many users might not have the technological capacity
to download video files.

Recently the site added discussion groups, where
MIT OCW users from around the world may interact
with each other around MIT OCW course content. Like
a classroom setting where students from various back-
grounds contribute significantly to the learning envi-
ronment, these boards allow users to “connect with
each other, collaborate, form study groups, and receive
support for their use of MIT OCW materials in formal
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Maybe It’s Just Me, But …
Some of the department descriptions seem too long. You

cannot display all the course lists without scrolling, which

might confuse first-time visitors looking for the lists, which

form the core of the site. Also the professors’ names are not

listed next to the course name, which would help if a visitor

wanted to quickly glance at a specific professor’s course mate-

rials. For example, I was interested in viewing Noam Chom-

sky’s courses and, in order to find them, I had to dig through

85 pages of search results. The only other way to find Chom-

sky’s courses is to tediously click on the links to each course

and view the staff list. The OCW site maintains that some PDFs

cannot be viewed with Version 4 or 5, so you must download

Version 6 or higher. The OCW site conveniently provides a link

to download this version [http://ocw.mit.edu/OcwWeb/Global/

OCWHelp/help.htm], but this could still prove troublesome for

those using older computers.

The OCW site also contains a page dedicated to technical

requirements, with a list of file types used and software tool

suggestions for each file type [http://ocw.mit.edu/OcwWeb/

Global/OCWHelp/technical-faq.htm].

That’s nice.



and informal educational settings.” The discussion
groups are part of a joint research project with Utah
State University’s Center for Open and Sustainable
Learning (COSL) Research Group.

OCW partners with Universia.net, a Web portal for
a consortium of 800 universities in Latin America,
Spain, and Portugal, to provide Spanish and Portuguese
translations. As of March 31, 2006, there were nearly100
courses. These translated courses have links on the MIT
OCW home pages directing the user to Universia’s
translated version. The Chinese translations come from
Chinese Open Resources for Education (CORE), a con-
sortium of China’s top universities that has translated
110 MIT courses into Simplified Chinese, and Open-
source OpenCourseWare Prototype System (OOPS), a
volunteer organization that has translated 25 courses
into Traditional Chinese. OCW materials have been
translated into other languages as well, including
French, German, Thai, Ukrainian, and Vietnamese.
Users can create their own translations provided they
meet the permissions criteria of the Creative Commons
license [http://ocw.mit.edu/OcwWeb/Global/About
OCW/Translations.htm].

Content Management
The MIT OCW materials are open source, but the

content management system (CMS) used to maintain
the site is not. Because the site grew too large for pro-
grammers to handle the hand-coded HTML with
Dreamweaver software, they were forced to use a CMS
that would work with their large-scale goals for the
OCW program. After researching various CMS systems,
the OCW staff chose Microsoft CMS 2002, mostly
because Microsoft offered the software at a low cost,

and the system provided a “high level of usability for
the end users.”  With the change to the Microsoft CMS
came compliance with World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) standards and accessibility recommendations.
This includes the use of valid HTML 4.01, use of ALT
tags, and the use of tagged PDF files, which can be read
from a screen reader for greater accessibility.

Because Microsoft’s software is proprietary, how-
ever, MIT is not permitted to give it away to other Open-
CourseWare adopters. This CMS and entire OCW infra-
structure is managed by a four-person support team at
MIT. MIT OCW is collaborating with the COSL group
on the development of an open source content man-
agement system for OCW publication called eduCom-
mons. According to Steve Carson, USU’s OSLO group
is also involved in developing an open source content
management system (CMS) for OpenCourseWare users
around the world to use for free, thus drastically reduc-
ing their operating costs

Under the supervision of executive director Anne H.
Margulies, the MIT OCW staff consists of a core pro-
duction team and nine liaisons, one in each school
(Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences; Sloan School of
Management; and Architecture) or department
(Chemical Engineering; Earth, Atmospheric, and Plan-
etary Sciences; Chemistry; Civil and Environmental
Engineering; and Mathematics and Physics). These
staff members work directly with faculty members to
plan their course sites, helping them choose which
materials to post, converting materials to Web-friendly
formats, and detecting any content that may require
permission from a third-party vendor (such as images
or journal articles). The content that falls under the “fair
use” clause of U.S. copyright law does not apply once
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materials are made available to the public. According
to Carson, because permission to use some materials
might be unobtainable, especially those in which copy-
right is held by mega-corporations, these materials are
left out altogether. Carson also indicated that the
department liaisons are mostly graduates of MIT,
which provides the professor an important level of
comfort during the publishing process, making the
entire process run more smoothly, and easing the feel-
ing that the project takes up too much of their time.

The department liaisons also maintain the Stellar sys-
tem (and SloanSpace, in the case of the Sloan School),
which is the MIT open source equivalent to Blackboard
or WebCT. There is, however, a high rate of turnover,
because most of these MIT grads take on the liaison posi-
tion during a transition phase in their careers. Carson
stated that six of the nine current liaison positions will
need to be refilled at the end of the semester.

The FileMaker Pro database management software
also helps make the process run smoothly. It manages
the planning portion of the OCW publishing process.
The database holds information regarding potential
courses, review and selection of current courses, fac-
ulty contact information, tracking of intellectual prop-
erty rights concerns for each course, and development
and management information for course construction.

After securing intellectual property rights, the team
posts materials to an internal UNIX server, conducts
quality assurance checks, and secures faculty final
approval on the site. Then the content can reach the rest
of the world. According to the MIT OCW Web site, the
“content delivery infrastructure includes a sophisti-
cated publishing engine, content staging server, and a
content delivery network utilizing Akamai’s EdgeSuite
platform. . . . Akamai pulls content to refresh its cache
from a production UNIX server (a.k.a ‘server’). The func-
tionality that requires dynamic interaction (e.g.: Search
and Feedback) is implemented using Java, on a Tomcat
application server running under Apache Web server.”
Since Akamai’s EdgeSuite platform comprises “over
18,000 servers deployed in over 1,000 networks across
more than 69 countries,” it allows OCW to deliver its
content using mirror sites worldwide, closer to the

users, for a higher-performance connection.  [For a
description of the EdgeSuite platform, go to http://
www.akamai.com/en/html/services/edgesuite.html.]

Libraries on Board
Preparing content for the course Web sites also

includes inserting metadata. Rather than working with
an outside company, the OCW office works with the
MIT Libraries to develop a uniform metadata structure.
Using XML (stored in an SQL server), the metadata is
created “at the course, section and resource level within
MIT OCW.” A Web interface based on C# and .NET cre-
ates and maintains the metadata. Through a project
called CWSpace, the MIT Libraries have been working
to achieve a system to coordinate metadata content
and protocols, so the OCW course content can be
archived by the Library’s DSpace digital repository with
the click of a button. 

DSpace [http://www.dspace.org], another open
source platform developed by MIT and available for
anyone to download for free through Sourceforce.net,
already contains research papers, data sets, out-of-
print books published by The MIT Press, graphs and
charts, and other scholarly materials. OCW feels that
just because it has removed course site content, it
shouldn’t disappear, that it should “remain available to
scholars and instructors for inspiration and reuse for
the foreseeable future.” According to the DSpace staff,
“Many questions remain about the appropriate rela-
tionship between digital repositories like DSpace and
burgeoning online teaching environments, but this
area is of such importance that it cannot be ignored.”
According to Carson, OCW is nearing the trial run for
push-button exporting to DSpace. Once CWSpace
becomes a fluid system, it seems like it would consti-
tute a very appealing package deal for prospective
OpenCourseWare adopters. If OCW included an open
source archival repository, this would provide twice the
product and thus more reasons to jump on board.
However, it also then creates more of an operating
expense and more staffing demands.
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Figure 2. MIT OpenCourseWare’s Content Publication Lifecycle. 
Available at http://ocw.mit.edu/OcwWeb/HowTo/content-mit-approach.htm.



Copyright Problems and Solutions
OCW has two intellectual property specialists on

board to obtain necessary permissions. Originally there
were great concerns about the ability to obtain permis-
sions for outside content. In fact, according to Ann
Wolpert, director of MIT Libraries, the first attempts to
obtain permission from publishers to post the content
for free yielded only a 20 percent acceptance rate. Pub-
lishing companies are apparently uncomfortable allow-
ing everyone to view content for free. According to Car-
son, because journal articles have been difficult to
procure, most of the time the staff does not even attempt
to obtain permission. For the permissions OCW does
decide to pursue, the clearance rate is about 75 percent
— mainly charts, graphs, and other smaller content.

One overlying theme that envelops the entire MIT
OCW project is the combined issue of intellectual prop-
erty and copyright. Upon joining the initiative, faculty
members sign a licensing agreement whereby MIT dis-
tributes their materials to the public, but the faculty
members retain copyright of the materials they create.
Also, if any student work is posted, the student retains
the rights to their work. In voicing why so many faculty
members are willing to risk losing profits on their text-
books and other publishable materials, Hal Abelson,
MIT professor of electrical engineering and computer
science, commented that “[the] more people can stop
talking about property and start talking about the
nature of a faculty member’s commitment to the insti-
tution, the healthier the discussion will be. It’s not really
about what you own as a faculty member; it’s about
what you do as a faculty member.”

Another copyright issue involves how the OCW site
visitors may use posted content. OCW materials are
available under a Creative Commons license, which
grants users the “right to use and distribute materials
either as-is, or in a modified form.” Users must meet
requirements: They must use the materials for non-
commercial purposes only; they must attribute the
work to MIT and the original author/contributor; and
the “publication or distribution of original or deriva-
tive works … must offer the works freely and openly to
others under the same terms that MIT OCW first made
the works available to the user,” or under identical
terms “share alike.”

Questions might linger, but it seems that MIT OCW
has a handle on the copyright concerns, through writ-
ten agreements with faculty members and a clear state-
ment of the Creative Commons license on the Web site
and promotional materials. And department liaisons
work closely with professors in preparing their content
for open use. These liaisons work with faculty even
before the course is taught in order to take care of per-
missions or to replace content that requires permis-

sions with other material. The implementation of such
procedures has cut down on the hassles that intellec-
tual property laws can create.

The Coming Thing?
So, has OpenCourseWare started a revolution in

education? Have other institutions caught the OCW
fever? According to Carson, the number of universities
adopting OCW has grown larger than expected, but in
a different way. There has been a tremendous response
from institutions outside the U.S., but not as much
from domestic institutions. American universities that
have joined forces with MIT include Utah State Univer-
sity, the Johns Hopkins School of Public Health, Tufts
University, and most recently, University of Notre
Dame. China has invested heavily in the OCW program,
with 156 of the country’s top universities sharing course
materials through its own consortium, China Open
Resources for Education (CORE). France has also con-
tributed immensely to the project, through the Paris-
Tech consortium of engineering schools. Nine Japan-
ese universities also maintain OCW sites.

When I asked Carson why the number of U.S. insti-
tutions was so low, I expected to hear, “It’s too expen-
sive for most schools,” given that not many schools
have $11 million lying around to give away course con-
tent. Instead, he said, “They think it’s an ‘MIT thing.’”
Institutions could also be waiting for a sound sustain-
ability model as added insurance that the program will
not flop. Others might be very concerned with matters
of intellectual property, and rightly so.

What the OCW initiative lacks is a universal search
site for all OCW courseware available worldwide. One
independent Web site, OCW Finder, serves as a basic
search site for six U.S. OCW sites, but obviously does not
encompass all OCW materials. OCW Finder [http://
opencontent.org/ocwfinder] is based on del.icio.us
direc.tor, a social bookmarking software that allows one
to narrow a search by choosing multiple tags. The site
was remixed by David Wiley of Utah State University’s
COSL group, who is the brains behind developing dis-
cussion boards for the MIT OCW course sites. One hack,
though not a search tool, serves as a useful map of OCW
sites (as well as university Podcasts and Webcasts) using
Google Maps. Created by the Stingy Scholar blog, you
can find the map at http://stingyscholar.blogspot.com/
2006/03/university-podcasts-webcasts-ocws.html.

After I voiced concern about the lack of a search
engine for OCW content, Carson assured me that a com-
prehensive OCW search engine might happen in the
near future as a part of the formation of a new OCW Con-
sortium, which convened on April 21, 2006, in Kyoto,
Japan. According to its beta Web site [http://www.ocw
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consortium.org], this consortium is a “collaboration of
more than 100 higher education institutions and asso-
ciated organizations from around the world.” It brings
together the OCW and translation projects in the U.S.,
China, Japan, Austria, Spain, Portugal, South Africa, and
Vietnam. The goals of the consortium are to “1) extend
the reach and impact of opencourseware by encourag-
ing the adoption and adaptation of open educational
materials around the world; 2) foster the development
of additional opencourseware projects; and 3) ensure
the long-term sustainability of opencourseware proj-
ects by identifying ways to improve effectiveness and
reduce costs.” This is an auspicious direction for Open-
CourseWare. These institutions worldwide can work
together in bringing new projects on board and also
combine creative ways to procure funding vital to the
sustainability of the initiative. Once the new consortium
develops a sound sustainability model, it will likely have
more success convincing institutions that the venture
is worth adopting.

So, what does the future hold for OCW? As Robin Peek
philosophized back in 2003, “Maybe academia will get
used to MIT OCW the same way it got used to electronic
journals.” This seems likely, especially with the recent

creation of the OCW Consortium. There is strength in
numbers, and the consortium’s joint recruiting efforts
should attract followers. 

Funding, obviously, remains a critical issue. MIT
OCW has 2 years left on its grant and are hard at work
looking for other grant money and alternate methods to
generate revenues, while still maintaining its mission to
provide materials to the world at no cost. According to
Carson, some ideas have been floating around the OCW
office, such as creating pilot programs (e.g., through links
to Amazon’s affiliates program), providing DVDs of
course lectures for a fee (but still maintaining the free
version on the Web), utilizing print-on-demand to make
copies of course materials available for purchase, and
seeking NPR-style corporate sponsorships.

MIT OCW and the other OCW projects have the
potential to revolutionize the education world and bridge
the digital divide. Millions of users have already gained
access to educational materials that otherwise would
have remained a world away. Here’s hoping that the open
source and OCW movements continue to make waves,
and the “jaw-dropping, eye-popping idealism” of MIT
catches on at other institutions of higher learning. ◆
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